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Introduction
A book of theme units, Preschool, Prep and Year One Connections is designed to take you
through the school year, from the
first day of class to the first day of
the summer holidays. Each chapter focuses on two themes and includes circle time, activities for letters and phonics, science projects,
maths rhymes and manipulatives,
arts and crafts and more.
Incorporated into the themes
in Preschool, Prep and Year One
Connections are important skills
and concepts for children to master. Children will work with various
creative media (Art), explore the
world around them (Science),
discuss meaningful topics (Circle
Time), encounter each letter of
the alphabet (Phonics), become
familiar with numbers and counting (Maths) and strengthen their
cooperation and memorisation
skills (Games). By interrelating these
skills through unifying themes, you
will make the activities come alive
for every child in your class.

How to Use This Book
Here are some general hints to
lead you through the sections of
this book. Of course, your own
instincts and experience as well as
your knowledge of the individual
children in your classroom-should
be your primary guide, but we
hope these tips will help.

Circle Time
Use this time to introduce the
themes of the month. Circle Time
is the perfect opportunity for children to brainstorm, to share what
they know about the given topics and to ask any questions they
might have.
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A brainstorming session might
go like this: Show the children a
real leaf and ask, “What is this?”
The children will say, “A leaf”.
Then ask, “Tell me some things you
notice about the leaf”, Lead the
children to talk about its shape,
edges, colour, stem, veins and so
on, naming the things the children
can describe but cannot name.
To provide facts, say, “Let’s talk
about the veins in leaves. Where
have you heard the word ‘veins’
before? We have veins that carry
our blood throughout our bodies. What do you think the veins in
leaves do for the plant?”.
Circle Time is also an appropriate opportunity for reading
suggested books, for hosting Show
and Tell or for introducing guest
speakers.

Science
The activities in this section provide
hands-on opportunities for your
class to explore some of the concepts and phenomena associated
with the topics in each chapter.
Whenever appropriate, we have
included a box of science facts on
the page. Relate these interesting
facts to your students during circle
time or at the beginning of the science projects.

Maths
These activities include original
rhymes, creative raps, and easyto-learn chants that the children
can repeat with you. Patterns for
adorable, childmade manipulatives are provided for each maths
activity. Children can practice
their counting skills by moving the
maths manipulatives on their desks
as you recite the rhymes. Additionally, set and number cards are
provided for hands-on recognition
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practice.
A “set” can be described to the
children as a group of items that
are alike. One way to introduce
this concept is to bring out a
handful of a specific item (such
as buttons) and ask the children
what the items are. They’ll answer,
“buttons”. Then take a button,
pencil, and crayon, and put them
together Ask, “Are these all alike?”
The children will say, “No”. Say,
“You are right. This is not a set of
things.” Call the various items you
use for counting (buttons, shells,
counting bears, and so on) different “number sets”.

Art
Currently, there is much debate
among educators as to how much
teachers should guide children’s
artistic experiences. Some feel
children must have free reign to
create and imagine without adult
intervention, while others wish to
offer more structure and supervision. The activities in this book will
allow you to proceed in a way
that’s comfortable for you. Remember that process and product
are both important and valuable.

other maths skills.

Phonics
Each phonics activity is accompanied by a large letter pattern. You
can enlarge these letters and post
them in the classroom. The phonics
activities are tied to the first theme
in each chapter.

Literature Links
To make a literature connection,
read and discuss the suggested
books that accompany many of
the activities. These books were
hand-chosen for their creative
stories and art. Some are recognised classics, others are soon-tobe classics! Included for each is a
description of the book and bibliographic information.

Games
In a few chapters, patterns for
concentration games are provided. Children love this game and
will be able to use their memorisation skills while learning more
about the featured topics for each
month. Other games include activities that feature counting and

6
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Autumn
Circle Time

AUTUMN MAGIC
Materials:
White cardboard, felt pen, glue, gold and red glitter, paintbrushes,
small paper cups

Preparation:
Print the word “autumn” on the sheet of cardboard in large letters.
Pour glue into small paper cups for groups of children to share. Mix
gold glitter into half of the cups and red glitter into the remaining
cups. Mix the glue and glitter well.

Directions:
1. Explain that during autumn, many “magical” things occur.
2. Ask the children to brainstorm some of the things that happen in
autumn. To encourage answers, have the children act out the following suggestions:
• Flocks of birds flying
• Leaves falling
• Crisp breezes blowing, blowing, blowing!
3. Provide paintbrushes for children to use to dip into the “glitter
glue”.
4. Have the children work cooperatively to paint all around the
word “autumn,” swirling their brushes like an autumn breeze. The
finished poster will look magical!

Extension:
Prepare the Autumn Pictures (pg. 139) for children to colour, cut out,
and glue to the Autumn Magic poster. These pictures will remind
children of autumn’s magic.

Literature Link:
• The Rainbirds by David Metzenthen, illustrated by Sally Rippin (Lothian, 2006).
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Autumn Pictures
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Autumn
Maths

POSSUM MATHS
Materials:
Possum and Apple patterns (p. 149). Maths Problems (pp. 150-151),
crayons (brown and red), scissors, envelopes (one per child)

Preparation:
Prepare copies of the Possum and Apple patterns and the Possum
Maths Problems for each child.

Directions:
1. Give each child a copy of the Possum and Apple patterns to
colour and cut out. Have the children colour the apples red and the
possums brown.
2. Have the children place their Apple patterns on one side of their
desks and the Possums on the other.
3. Read the Possum Maths Problems to the children. As you read
the problems, the children can manipulate their patterns on their
desks.
4. After you read each problem, ask the children how many apples
the possum has.
5. Children can take the patterns and rhymes home in envelopes
for additional practise at home.
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Possum and Apple Patterns
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Possum Maths Problems (1-5)
A little brown possum
Wanting some fun,
Picked a big apple
And then he had... (one).
That cute little possum,
Just out of the blue,
Picked one more apple
And then he had... (two).
The hungry brown possum
Climbed back up the tree.
He picked one more apple
And then he had... (three).
The smart little possum,
He wanted some more.
He picked one more apple
And then he had. (four).
That acrobat possum,
Deciding to dive
From the top of the tree,
Picked one more, and had. (five).
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Possum Maths Problems (5-10)
The possum and his mate
Were out for some kicks.
They picked one more apple
And then they had... (six).
That silly young possum
With his eyes up toward heaven,
Picked one more apple
And then he had... (seven).
The loveable possum
With a very full plate,
Added an apple
And then he had... (eight).
The possum and his sister
Decided to dine.
They picked one more apple
And then they had... (nine).
The possum and his brother
They did it again,
They picked one last apple
And then they had... (ten).
When nightime had fallen
The possum went to bed,
And all through the night
Apples danced in his head.
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Apple Number Sets
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Autumn
Phonics

“Q” QUESTIONS
Materials:
“Q” Questions (p. 186), “q” picture cards (p. 187), pink paper, pen,
scissors, box

Preparation:
Copy the “Q” Questions onto pink paper and cut out. Place the
questions in a box. Prepare the “q” picture cards and cut apart.

Directions:
1. Have the children repeat the “q” sound with you.
2. Show the box. Explain that it has questions inside it, Have the
children repeat the word “questions”.
3. Give each child a turn to answer a question. Give the children
the clue that all of the answers have a “q” in them. If children don’t
know the answer, ask for volunteers. If no one can solve the question, hold up one of the picture clues or tell the answer and help
children learn a new word and a definition. Put the question back in
the box to ask again later.

Literature Link:
• The Missing Tarts by B. G. Hennessy (Viking. 1989). When the Queen
of Hearts discovers that her tarts have been stolen, she enlists the
help of nursery rhyme characters.
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Questions
• If you were married to a king what would you be? (queen)
• If someone tells you to “shh” they want you to be what? (quiet)
• If you are cold, you can wrap up in this type of blanket. (quilt)
• If you don’t want to play a game anymore you can do this. (quit)
• If you’re a duck you make this noise. (quack!)
• If your stomach is upset you feel this way. (queasy)
A type of bird with a plume on its head is this. (quail)
• You end a question with this. (question mark)
• A fight is sometimes called this. (quarrel)
• A type of food with eggs and cheese is called this. (quiche)
• If you go very fast you are said to be this. (quick)
• If you step in this stuff you sink! (quicksand)
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“Q” Picture Cards
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Qq Patterns
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